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It was introduced late in the model year, and produced through It is commonly referred to as the
"solid-axle" generation, as the independent rear suspension did not appear until the Sting Ray.
The Corvette was rushed into production for its debut model year to capitalize on the
enthusiastic public reaction to the concept vehicle , but expectations for the new model were
largely unfulfilled. The program was nearly canceled, but Chevrolet decided to make necessary
improvements. To keep costs down, GM executive Robert F. McLean mandated off-the-shelf
mechanical components, and used the chassis and suspension design from the â€” Chevrolet
passenger vehicles. Output was horsepower kilowatts. Because there was currently no manual
transmission available to Chevrolet rated to handle HP, a two-speed Powerglide automatic was
used. Three body variants were created. The roadster was built as the Corvette, the Corvair
fastback variant never went in production, and two-door Nomad station wagon was eventually
built as the Chevrolet Nomad. During the last half of , Corvettes were to a large degree,
hand-built on a makeshift assembly line that was installed in an old truck plant in Flint, Michigan
[2] while a factory was being prepped for a full-scale production run. The outer body was made
out of then-revolutionary glass fiber reinforced plastic material. Although steel shortages or
quotas are sometimes mentioned as a factor in the decision to use fiberglass, no evidence
exists to support this. In calendar years and Chevrolet produced nearly 2 million steel bodied
full-size passenger cars and the intended production volume of 10, Corvette for was only a
small fraction of that. The body engineer for the Corvette was Ellis James Premo. He presented
a paper to the Society of Automotive Engineers in regarding the development of the body. The
body on the show model was made of reinforced plastic purely as an expedient to get the job
done quickly. Although we were going ahead with the building of an experimental plastic body
in order to get a car rolling for chassis development work â€” at the time of the Waldorf Show,
we were actually concentrating body-design-wise on a steel body utilizing Kirksite tooling for
the projected production of 10, units during the model year. It was some time later that we
decided to produce this quantity in reinforced plastic. About this time, some doubt was
expressed that we should build the model of steel. People seemed to be captivated by the idea
of the fiberglass plastic body. Furthermore, information being given to us by the reinforced
plastic industry seemed to indicate the practicality of fabricating plastic body parts for
automobiles on a large scale. A 55 degree raked windshield was made of safety glass, while the
license plate holder was set back in the trunk, covered with a plastic window. The Chevrolet
division was GM's entry-level marque. The first was the introduction of Chevrolet's first V8
engine since The third factor in the Corvette's survival was Ford 's introduction of the two-seat
Thunderbird , [17] which was billed as a "personal luxury car", not a sports car. Even so, the
Ford-Chevrolet rivalry in those days demanded GM not appear to back down from the challenge.
The original concept for the Corvette emblem incorporated an American flag into the design, but
was changed well before production since associating the flag with a product was frowned
upon. The model year was not only the Corvette's first production year, but at produced it was
also the lowest-volume Corvette. The cars were essentially hand-built and techniques evolved
during the production cycle, so that each Corvette is slightly different. All models had Polo
White exteriors, red interiors, [13] and black canvas soft tops. Order guides showed heaters and
AM radios as optional, but all models were equipped with both. Over two hundred Corvettes are
known to exist today. The quality of the fiberglass body as well as its fit and finish was lacking.
Other problems, such as water leaks and doors that could open while the car was driven, were
reported with the most severe errors corrected in subsequent units produced, but some
shortcomings continued beyond the Corvette's inaugural year. Louis ready to build 10,
Corvettes annually. However, negative customer reaction in and early models caused sales to
plummet. In , only 3, of this model were built and nearly a third were unsold at year's end. New
colors were available, but the six-cylinder engine and Powerglide automatic, the only engine
and transmission available, were not what sports car enthusiasts expected. All had red
interiors, except for those finished in Pennant Blue which had a beige interior and beige canvas
soft top. Order guides listed several options, but all options were "mandatory" and all Corvettes
were equipped the same. In the October issue of Popular Mechanics there was an extensive
survey of Corvette owners in America. The surprising finding was their opinions in comparison
to foreign sports cars. While many were well pleased with the Corvette, they did not consider it
as a true sports car. The principal complaint of the surveyed owners was the tendency of the
body to leak extensively during rain storms. At first V8 Corvettes continued with the
mandatory-option Powerglide automatic transmission as did the few 6-cylinder models built ,
but a new three-speed manual transmission came along later in the year for V8 models only.
Exterior color choices were expanded to at least five, combined with at least four interior colors.
Even soft-tops came in three colors and different materials. Despite all this, only Corvettes were
built, making it second only to in scarcity. Very few six-cylinder models were built, and all

documented examples are equipped with automatic transmissions. The "V" in the Corvette
emblem was enlarged and gold colored, signifying the V8 engine under the hood and 12 volt
electrical systems, while 6-cylinder models retained the 6-volt systems used in Although not a
part of the original Corvette project, Zora Arkus-Duntov was responsible for the addition of the
V8 engine and three-speed manual transmission. Duntov improved the car's marketing and
image and helped the car compete with the new V8â€”engined Ford Thunderbird , and
Studebaker Speedster , and turned the Corvette from its lackluster performance into a credible
performer. In he became the director of high-performance vehicle design and development for
Chevrolet helping him earn the nickname "Father of the Corvette. Although the C1 Corvette
chassis and suspension design were derived from Chevrolet's full-size cars, the same basic
design was continued through the model even after the full-size cars were completely
redesigned for the model year. This was due to the combined factors of the relatively high
re-engineering and re-tooling costs for this low-volume production vehicle, the continued
potential for cancellation of the car, and the increased size and weight of the all-new
suspension design for the full-size cars, which made it unsuitable for use in the lighter weight
Corvette. The Corvette featured a new body, with real glass roll up windows and a more
substantial convertible top. Other options included power assisted convertible top, a removable
hardtop, power windows, [18] and a signal-seeking partially transistorized Delco car radio.
Visually the model was unchanged. Sales volume was 3,, a low number by any contemporary
standard and less than 's 3,, making it the third lowest in Corvette history. In an era of chrome
and four headlamps, the Corvette adapted to the look of the day. The model year and the four
that followed all had the exposed four-headlamp treatment and prominent grilles , but a
faux-louvered hood and chrome trunk spears were unique to The interior and instruments were
updated, including placing a tachometer directly in front of the driver. Displacement remained
cid. For the first time, seat belts were factory-installed rather than being dealer-installed as on
previous models. For the model, engines and horsepower ratings did not change. Interiors were
revised slightly with different instrument graphics and the addition of a storage bin to the
passenger side. A positive reverse lockout shifter with "T" handle was standard with 4-speed
manual transmission. This was the only year a turquoise convertible top color could be ordered,
[12] and all gallon fuel tank models through could not be ordered with convertible tops due to
inadequate space for the folding top mechanism. Last features to appear in models included
tailamps molded into the rear fenders and heavy grill teeth. Also for the first time, all
fuel-injection engines required manual transmissions. Four taillights appeared on the , a
treatment that continues to this day. Also debuting in was a new boat-tail design later used on
the C2. The model year was the last Corvette with a solid-rear-axle suspension that was used
from the beginning. With two new engines it was also the quickest. Rocker panel trim was seen
for the first time, exposed headlights for the last, until From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Scaglietti Coupe. Chevrolet Corvette C2. First year production starts on June 30; polo white with
red interior and black top is only color combination; Options standard until for the car were
interior door handles; "clip in" side curtains in place of roll-up windows. Production moves to
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ci V8 engines produced; 3-speed manual transmission added late in the model year. New body
with roll-up windows; V8-only; 3-speed manual transmission becomes standard equipment and
Powerglide moved to option list. Quad-headlight body and new interior. Fake-louvers on hood
and chrome strips on trunk lid. Number of teeth in grille reduced from thirteen to nine. First
black interior and dash storage bin; only year with a turquoise top. Louvres and chrome strips
from '58 removed. Very minor changes to the interior: red and blue bars on the dash logo,
vertical stitching on seats. New black grill with chrome surround, chrome rocker panel
moldings. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Chevrolet Corvette C1. Chevette South
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customers ask, "What is the harness I need to buy that goes from "here" to "there"? Below is a
chart to help you determine the specific harness or harnesses that connects to a specific
electrical component, or the harness you might need to correct an electrical problem in your
Corvette. This chart will help you determine the specific harness, harnesses, or leads you might
need to either re-wire an entire area of your Corvette example: the entire engine compartment
wiring , or to re-wire a specific component example: the starter motor. As you will see, some
harnesses route to multiple sections of the car example: the dash harness runs from the
passenger compartment area into the engine compartment area; wiring the components within
both those areas. Currently, this chart only goes up to Corvette. We are working on updating it
to include later year Corvettes. For more information about specific wiring for your Corvette,
view our Online Catalog. For Corvettes, with all of the different optional configurations, the
break-down gets very complex. If you have any questions about which harness to purchase,
please give us a call at Corvette Harnesses. Become a Dealer Dealer Login. Select Your Vehicle
to Find the Correct Parts: Year: YEAR Make: MAKE. As the model year approached, the design
team behind the Chevy Corvette continued to refine the overall design of the C2 Sting Ray,
making only minor cosmetic changes in the process. At the same time, would also mark the
beginning of the end of the second-generation Corvette as Zora Arkus-Duntov and Bill Mitchell
each began championing the effort to develop a third-generation Corvette , although each would
bring with him a different interpretation of what that next-generation car would be. For Duntov ,
the vision was to design a true mid-engine Corvette that could support a big-block Mark IV
engine riding just ahead of the rear wheels. Ultimately, however, a rear- or mid-engine Corvette
demanded specific mechanical components that General Motors simply did not provide. While
the company had repeatedly attempted to produce a transaxle that was able to withstand the
torque of a high-power V-8 engine, the design and the tooling expenses required to develop one
that would be used only in a low-volume model would have sent Corvette prices skyrocketing
beyond control. Still, it was decided that if General Motors could not entice consumers with a
car that provided leading-edge technology, then Mitchell and company would introduce them to
a car that had exotic styling. The intent from the onset had been to develop a car that could
travel the auto-show circuit to serve as a trial balloon for the next generation Corvette. Mitchell
instructed Shinoda that a suitable preview would have to be ready for the New York
International Auto Show before April, Whether viewing the mock-up or the actual prototype,
there was no question that the car looked fast. An aggressively pointed prow gave way to a
domed hood that signified robust power. In both the mockup and the prototype, the bulging
wheelhouses at all four corners of the Corvette only enhanced the already aggressive
appearance of the car. Large, wide Firestone tires were wrapped around the wheels. Changes to
this exhaust system were made after the cars unveiling at the New York Auto Show prior to the
elimination of the side exhaust system from the prototype car completely. That same bodyline
continued all the way to the rear of the car, where a pronounced ducktail design defined the rear
of the car. Given the sales success of the first two model years, there was little doubt by anyone
that the Corvette would be equally successful, or perhaps even surpass previous successes.
The most notable change to the outward appearance of the car was the removal of the former
scoop indentations, which had carried over in the model after the faux hood scoops were
removed from the design. The new hood, which was now a single, smooth surface, became one
of the major differentiating characteristics of the model year. Another notable design change
involved refinements to the front grill. Lastly, the wheel covers and rocker-panel moldings were
re-designed for the model year. The optional knock-off wheel covers now featured a dark gray
paint color between the fins. Elsewhere, the areas around the radio and speaker bezel were now
being painted, instead of utilizing the vinyl covering that had been standard on previous
models. The new seating surfaces were designed to be slightly larger and more supportive, and
the seat backs were now encased in hard plastic backing shells. Complementing the newly
evolved seats, the inner door panels were also redesigned and now included fully integrated
armrests. Lastly, the interior received new seat belt retractors, a feature that was never before

been seen in a Corvette. A number of noteworthy alterations and additions were made for the
model year â€” some of which would set a precedence that would carry over to the most current
Corvette models being built today. The first of these welcome additions was the introduction of
a standard, four-wheel. The brakes featured a four-piston design with two piece calipers mated
to a newly designed brake rotor which utilized cooling fins. The cooling fins helped to dissipate
the massive amount of heat being generated during hard braking. Suspended between the
calipers and rotors was an all new semi-metallic brake pad. These pads were designed to
remain in constant contact with the brake rotors which aided in keeping the braking surfaces on
the rotor free from rust and debris both of which cause pitting and diminish the lifespan of any
brake rotor. While the drag created by the contact between the pads and rotors was negligible,
the benefits of maintaining the rotor condition helped GM to project a life expectancy of 57,
miles on the front braking system which, because of the forward weight transfer, supplied most
of the braking effort in all-out stops. Better still, the expected lifespan of the rear brakes was
twice that of the front. The newly designed master cylinder helped reduce the overall
temperature of the brake fluid, which contributed to brake failure in older models. The disc
brakes were a much needed improvement over the previous braking system. Prolonged testing
of the new disc brake system found that repeated stops from miles per hour did not cause any
deterioration in the efficiency of the braking system. Equally important was the fact that no
matter the condition, all stops were very stable and required a much shorter braking distance
than the earlier drum brakes. Despite this, only Corvettes built in came equipped with the drum
brake option. Another significant improvement and mechanical milestone arrived midway
through the model year. Officially titled the Mark IV, Chevrolet introduced a new, optional,
big-block V-8 engine for the first time in a production Corvette. A number of variants of the Mark
IV engine were produced. For its mid-size Chevelle model and all full-size Chevy models, a
horsepower and horsepower engine was produced. For the Corvette, however, the engine,
which was available to consumers under RPO L78, was given compression, impact-extruded
alloy pistons with chrome rings, solid lifters, a bigger carburetor and corresponding
double-snorkel air cleaner and an oversized oil pump, all of which helped make this more
radical Mark IV engine capable of producing an impressive horsepower. The Mark IV engine was
an immediate sensation and brought Corvette enthusiasts to their local Chevrolet dealerships in
droves. While its introduction late in the model year resulted in limited supply, there was no
questioning the long-term potential for an engine that was capable of producing such
impressive performance numbers. Even when equipped with a moderate 3. Further, given
adequate track distance, the car could now reach an overall top speed of nearly mph again
when equipped with the 3. Aside from the late-entry Mark IV, several other engines had
remained available for the model year including a horsepower, cubic-inch small-block V8 that
came equipped with fuel injection. While this small-block engine was an impressive
powerhouse in its own right, Chevrolet had definitely recognized that the direction of the
powerplant for the Corvettes would center around engine displacement, and so it was decided
that all other, smaller engines would ultimately be abandoned in the Corvette line at the end of
the model year. Interestingly, the retirement of the ci engine also brought with it the end of the
use of fuel injection in Corvettes for the next twenty years. Another new engine did appear in
however. The L79 small block, which was essentially an L76 engine featuring a slightly milder
hydraulic cam in place of the solid-lifter stick. Operating on an compression ratio, the L79
engine was rated at horsepower, and was deemed nearly identical to the L76 on the outside with
its chromed air cleaner and finned cast-aluminum valve covers. In all, the Sting Ray saw a total
of 23, units sold, making the most successful sales year for the Corvette yet. Of all the units
built, 15, were convertibles, accounting for nearly two-thirds of all Corvettes sold in By
comparison, the coupe sold a mere 8, units. We have curated the ultimate collection of the best
Corvette Wallpapers and HD backgrounds for you to enjoy. Our team focused on finding the top
Corvette Wallpapers only to keep the quality high. These Corvette Wallpapers are free to
download so go ahead. See all our Chevrolet Corvette wallpapers. Horsepower ranged from hp
in the base ci V8 all the way up to a monstrous horsepower from the L79 V8. This page has
most, if not all, of the options available when ordering a new Chevrolet Corvette. Also included
are the interior and exterior color options, including paint codes. Two Corvettes were built after
production officially ended. For all Corvettes, the location of the Vehicle Identification Number
VIN , body style, body number trim and paint combination can be found on the instrument panel
brace under the glove box. The information contained on this page is for reference only. The
time and mileage intervals for each of the maintenance items included on this page was
established by General Motors with the introduction of the Chevy Corvette. Please note that the
original service intervals may not reflect the standard service intervals used in current
automobile engines. The following list of common issues is intended for individual reference

only, and may not reflect the specific issues of every Corvette. While the intent of this page is to
identify the common issues pertaining to the Corvette, it is not an all-inclusive list and should
be used for reference only. Read more: Chevrolet Corvette common issues. Download Corvette
Dealers Sales Brochure. The 4 speed transmission numbers I. Also, in the braking section, it
states a dual circuit master cylinder was used. My 65 has a single circuit unit. Proof reading
seems non-existant. A lot of good info corrected. Your email address will not be published. By
using this form you agree with the storage and handling of your data by this website. This site
uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Corvettes For Sale.
Submit News. Share Tweet. Corvette Generation. C2 Corvette. Last updated: February 22, Leave
a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. See all results. This website
uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. By continuing to use this
site you agree to these cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks. These Parts are now shipping, we
have all the parts that you will ever need for the C4 Corvette generation. Call us today Here is
our new Gm Restoration C4 Corvette Front Bumper Cover, we sell these world wide and have an
endless stock supply of these, if you need a used front bumper cover we have those parts in
stock a well - just give us a call for your corvette part needs. Here at Just Corvettes we carry a
variety of new and used corvette parts, we have acquired over 35 tractor trailers and have filled
all excess parts from our salvage yard and warehouse to the brim with the corvettes that you
are looking for, we will only sell good working used parts and most of those come with a 90 day
warranty to satisfy our customers, you can also call us at to get that hard to find part! Most
parts that you order can be shipped out the next day, on some harder parts it may require a few
extra days before the part is pulled from a salvage car. If you have a C4 generation Corvette
chances are we will have what you need. Here is one of our guys moving a few C4 Corvettes
around to make room for some newer used part cars ready to get parted out and you too may
get a part from one of these old fine bone yard gems, we can take your order right off the phone
as well as your credit card, we take visa - discover and master card and paypal payments. Just
Corvettes has interior parts and exterior used parts as well as corvette accessories, if you need
a part from a drive shaft to a motor or dana rear end we should be able to help you, also we do
have many body panels in stock for C4 and C5 generation Corvettes, Do not forget about our
excessive inventory of electronic new and used corvette parts. Call us now Some of our most
requested Corvette Parts are headlight motors , we have them rebuilt just for your corvette, if
you need ABS modules we can rebuild them for - years, also we can rebuild trailing arms for the
C3 Generation Corvette, in the summer time we get many requests for the popular C4 AC
Controller, we do rebuild those as well here at Just Corvettes, Contact us Today for all your
Used Corvette Parts. Over 20, Used Corvette Parts. DC Jack Repair. The arrival of the C5
Chevrolet Corvette was met with an ever increasing amount of excitement and anticipation.
Additionally, the FRC had demonstrated General Motors commitment to provide driving
enthusiasts with a machine that would better meet the rigors of performance driving with its
improved suspension and more rigid body design. Even now, while its engineering and design
teams were continuing to further refine the Corvette base models, they were also about to begin
an entirely new chapter that would include a new stablemate for the coupe and convertible â€”
namely, the Z06 Edition Hardtop Coupe. Built on the Fixed Roof Coupe FRC platform introduced
with the and models, this replacement to the earlier hardtop model was built to rival the
horsepower and performance numbers boasted by the C4 ZR-1 Corvette, yet was priced at only
a fraction of the cost. Looking at the Corvette from a pure performance perspective, he
recognized that not all Corvette owners cared about making concessions to comfort and
convenience. He believed that some drivers simply wanted to be the fastest driver behind the
wheel of the strongest automobile on the streets. It was with this focus and determination that
Hill and his team of designers and engineers set about developing a purist automotive
experience unlike any Corvette that had come before it. The success of this endeavor
manifested itself to the world under the numeric designation Z Available only in the Z06
package, the LS6 engine produced an impressive horsepower and lb-ft of torque. Although the
engine was based on the standard 5. Additionally, the camshaft profile was increased to take
advantage of a new intake manifold. Working together, this more aggressive intake profile
allowed a higher volume of air to flow into and through the improved porting, allowing the
engine to breathe more easily while ensuring that air moved smoothly into the combustion
chambers. Catharines, Ontario, Canada. Developed solely with the driving purist and racing
enthusiasts in mind, it was no surprise when it was decided that the Z06 platform should only
come equipped with a manual transmission. As such, the Z06 was equipped with a new
six-speed manual transmission gearbox which included more aggressive gearing than that
found on the base coupe. When mated with the LS6 engine, the Z06 powertrain was decisively
more powerful than that of any Corvette which had come before it. The new Z06 boasted an

impressive power-to-weight ratio of 8. Finally, Chevrolet had introduced a Corvette that was
capable of competing with some of the staunchest competitors from around the world while
maintaining a price tag that was only a fraction of the competitions cost. While the development
of a more powerful drivetrain meant that the Z06 would push the boundaries of speed and
performance already synonymous with Corvette, it would also require that the rest of the car be
bolstered to support the increased torsional forces that would be placed on it. In response to
this, Chevrolet engineers developed an exclusive suspension package for the Z06 Corvette.
Designated RPO FE4, the Z06 suspension package featured a larger front stabilizer bar, stiffer
rear leaf springs, and revised camber settings. Each of these components was calibrated to
deliver maximum high-speed control, even when operating the Z06 in adverse driving
conditions. Complimenting the suspension package upgrades was the introduction of wider
Goodyear Eagle F1 Supercar tires. These unique tires were developed specifically for the Z06
Corvette, and each came with an asymmetrical tread pattern designed to grip the road on both
dry and wet surfaces. Further, these new tires also included greater sidewall compliance and
improved wear characteristics. Essentially the kit enabled the driver to repair the tire with a
special compressed sealant, and then inflate it with the included compressed air so that the car
could be driven to the nearest available service shop. The exhaust system was also improved
over the base Corvette coupe and convertible models. A less-restrictive titanium exhaust
system was introduced for the Z06 and was the first production vehicle exhaust system ever
developed out of the exotic metal. The new titanium exhaust system was 50 percent lighter than
the stainless steel system it replaced. The introduction of this new exhaust system helped to
maximize the breathing capabilities of the LS6 and reduce the overall weight of the Z06
Corvette. Complementing the exhaust system, Chevrolet designers introduced chrome exhaust
tips for the model year. The weight reduction program included the aforementioned exhaust
system, the replacement of the standard issue car battery with a compact lead-acid battery and
the replacement of the standard issue automotive glass with a thinner windshield and backlight
glass. Overall, the Z06 weighed in at 36 pounds less than the former Fixed Roof Coupe and was
pounds lighter than the base model coupe. The most notable change that differentiated the Z06
from the Coupe was the replacement of the rear hatchback and deck lid with a closed cockpit
that featured a backlight rear widow and the re-introduction of a functional, stand-alone trunk.
Other, less notable but equally significant changes included the addition of purposeful grilles to
the center air inlets on the front fascia, and air scoops added to the rear rocker panels to feed
air to the rear brakes for better cooling. Lastly, both the disc-brake calipers and the engine
cover were painted bright red, and Z06 emblems were added to the front fenders. The interior of
the Z06 Corvette featured a number of subtle embellishments over that of the base coupe and
convertible. The seats were leather trimmed in solid black, although Torch Red accents were
also an option and included additional side bolstering to ensure that the driver and passenger
remained properly seated during even the staunchest driving conditions. Similarly, special Z06
embroidered floor mats were included as part of the interior package. A Bose audio system with
CD player was also included. Both the pubic and critical reception of the Z06 Corvette was
wildly enthusiastic. Of course, not all of the featured development and model advances were
made exclusively to the Z In many instances, the design improvements to the Z06 produced
technology spin-offs that were used on all of the Corvettes from that year. Other mechanical
advances to the Corvette included the introduction of a larger-diameter aluminum driveshaft,
and base models equipped with manual-gearbox versions received a revised clutch that
required less pedal pressure to engage. Back under the hood, several improvements had been
made to the electrical systems. For the first time ever, the Corvette now came equipped with a
glass mat battery, which was an improvement over its predecessor. Where the standard battery
was certainly no slouch, this replacement was lighter and more durable than the one it replaced.
The Z06 Corvette offered similar available upgrades to consumers including the more powerful
horsepower LS6 engine. While most Corvette enthusiasts purchased a Corvette for its
horsepower, there was another benefit of the modifications made to the LS1 equipped Corvette
that had little to do with performance, but had a significant impact on fuel economy. For the
model year, the fuel economy of the base coupes and convertibles increased by one mile per
gallon. An Active-Handling system was introduced as a standard feature on all model lines of
the Corvette. It featured a new brake-pressure modulator supplied by Bosch and a number of
new or revised stability system calibrations. Other improvements included the introduction of a
newly designed convertible top that offered a tighter seal, which improved noise isolation and
gave the top a smoother look. The prices on both the coupe and convertible rose some from the
previous year. While the increase as notable, it did not hinder car sales in the slightest. At the
same time, the Corvette C5-R Racer dominated the competition during the racing season.
Among its many victories that year, the C5-R landed an overall victory at the 24 Hours of

Daytona, a double-podium finish at the 12 Hours of Sebring, a number of class victories
throughout the American LeMans Series, including races run in Portland, Sears Point, and
Texas Motor Speedway. Without question, however, the most significant win of the season was
the first and second place GT-class finishes of the Corvette Racing teams at the 24 Hours of
LeMans, marking the first time that a Corvette had ever won at LeMans. That victory, more than
any other, would leave a mark on the global racing community and demonstrate once and for all
that the design and engineering teams behind Corvette had built a car that was as capable as
any of its European counterparts. In August , Chevrolet announced that it would sell as many as
five track-ready versions of the C5-R GTS-class racer to private teams, much as it had done with
previous, specially modified Corvettes. However, the engine and related electronics had to be
purchased separately through Katech and then fitted to the chassis by Pratt and Miller, though
both of these companies were partnered with Chevrolet on the C5-R project. At the end of the
season, with the Z06 now in circulation, the new Corvette had unquestioningly met the
expectations of all who were involved with its design and development. With 0 â€” 60 times of
four seconds flat and more than 1g of cornering acceleration skidpad , the Z06 truly takes
Corvette performance to the next level. In fact, the Corvette Team has begun referring to it as
the C5. The last six digits begin at and run thru The Check Digit is used to calculate the
characters in the serial number and gives it a single digit code that can be used to verify the
serial number is legitimate. For all Corvettes in the U. See Figure below. For all Corvettes
exported from the U. All engines are stamped or laser etched with a partial vehicle identification
number VIN , which was derived from the complete VIN. The engine VIN Derivative number will
be located in either the primary or secondary location, as shown. See Figure 3 above. The
engine ID number will be located on the rear of the LH cylinder head 2 or the front part of the LH
oil pan rail 1. See Figure 4 above. See Figure 5 above. The 4-speed overdrive automatic
transmission, the Hydra-Matic 4LE RPO M30 , has an identification number with stick-on labels,
laser etching, or stampings. The transmission identification number Figure 6 indicates the
transmission model type and when the unit was built. See Figure 7 above. The service parts
identification label is used to identify the original equipment options built into the specific
vehicle being serviced. Owners Should Contact Chevrolet At Notes: Gm Recall No. Notes:
Owner Notification Began November 13, Owners May Contact Sabersport At Remedy: Dope, Inc.
Owners May Contact Dope, Inc. At While the intent of this page is to identify the common issues
pertaining to the Corvette, it is not an all-inclusive list and should be used for reference only.
The leaking battery acid drips down the side of the battery, down the funnel-like battery support,
straight down onto the PCM and the wiring loom. In some instances, car crippling damage can
occur. Worst case scenario can result in the need to replace the battery, the PCM, and the
wiring harness. Additionally, acid corrosion will need to be removed from the frame and the
frame repainted to avoid further damage as a result of prolonged exposure to natural elements.
In some instances, repairs will need to be made to the air condition lines. It may also require
replacing the computer. The needle bearings in the OEM rockers have been known to fail. The
most common indicators that the engine is experiencing this type of a problem is increased
valve train noise and the appearance of needle bearings on a magnetic oil pan drain plug. This
is most commonly caused by ring flutter, which allows extra oil to seep past the oil control
rings. It does not to appear to cause any extra wear to the engine. It does not seem to cause any
mechanical problems, other than a slight mess inside the intake manifold. A newer style PCV
system can be installed, but this requires removing all the components in the top of the engine
valley. This problem will cause carbon buildup in the cylinders. Despite the foreign nature of the
sound, It is completely normal. The source of the sound is the same. By depressing the clutch
when turning the car on or off, the sound can be eliminated. This is not considered the fault of
the car by Genera Motors, but the fault of the driver. In all C5 Corvettes, there are two fuel tanks
and two fuel pumps. The first fuel pump continually pumps gasoline from the passenger side
tank into the driver side tank. This pump is not known to create any type of audible sound. The
main fuel pump, which resides directly behind the drivers seat, creates a considerable amount
of noise, especially on early model C5 Corvettes. These sounds are normal, and are not an
indicator of a failing fuel pump. NOTE: Chevrolet does have a bulletin out instructing Corvette
owners how to better insulate against the humming sound of the fuel pump. Additionally, a
newer, quieter fuel pump can also be installed. The front brakes of many C5 Corvettes have
been known to pulsate during braking conditions. This is the result of warped rotors. The brake
rotors developed for the C5 Corvette are known to warp from excessive braking conditions. This
does not indicate that the brake rotors require replacement. In many instances, the rotors can
simply be turned. However, when inspecting the brake rotors, it is important to observe if the
rotors are cracked, as a cracked rotor will require replacement. Old-style headlight bezel plugs,
which conceal the bezel mounting hardware, have a tendency to fall off of older C5 Corvettes.

To resolve this issue, General Motors released a new style plug that features a twist-lock to
prevent the plugs from falling out, but these plugs also require a new headlight bezel. Only the
newer style bezels and plugs are available through General Motors and both are compatible
with all years of the C5 Corvette. During periods of cold weather, the rubber hood stops have a
tendency to rub and chatter against the hood. All C5 Corvettes, especially those equipped with
a manual transmission, are known to have as have an issue with the steering column locking
after ignition is disengaged and remaining locked after vehicle operator starts the vehicle again.
In rare instances, it has also been reported that the steering column has locked during vehicle
operation. Chevrolet dealerships are able to disable the locking mechanism by replacing the
current locking plate with a modified locking plate. At present, this is the only known method to
resolve this issue. The C5 Corvette seats have several known issues that can occur if improper
use and or improper maintenance occurs. The wire springs in the seat bottom, and the bars in
the bolsters are sometimes known to wear thru the foam and leather. This situation can be fixed
by placing a layer of burlap between the springs and the foam padding. This issue can be
repaired, but is not currently identified as an actual issue with General Motors. Many C5
Corvette Coupes with the removable roof tend to create a fair amount of wind noise and
creaking during normal vehicle operation. A dielectric or petroleum based grease is
recommended and will doubly protect the weatherstrip by keeping it from drying out. In certain
instances, some types of gasoline especially those with a high sulfur content will cause the fuel
gauge to falsely read empty. In some instances, running a fuel system cleaner through the gas
tank has been known to resolve this issue. Change engine oil and filter as indicated by the GM
Oil Life System or every 12 months, whichever occurs first. Reset the system. The system will
show you when to change the oil â€” usually between 3, miles 5, km and 10, miles 16, km since
your last oil change. Under severe conditions, the indicator may come on before 3, miles 5, km.
Never drive your vehicle more than 10, miles 16, km or 12 months without an oil and filter
change. Remember to reset the Oil Life Monitor when the oil and filter have been changed.
Change automatic transmission fluid and filter if the vehicle is mainly driven under one or more
of these conditions:. If you do not use your vehicle under any of these conditions, change the
fluid and filter at , miles km. Drain, flush and refill the cooling system or every 60 months since
last service, whichever occurs first. NOTE: It is important for you or a service station attendant
to perform these underhood checks at each fuel fill. Windshield Washer Fluid Level Check:
Check the windshield washer fluid level in the windshield washer tank and add the proper fluid
if necessary. Cassette Deck Service if so equipped : Clean cassette deck. Cleaning should be
done every 50 hours of tape play. Restraint System Check: Make sure the safety belt reminder
light and all your belts, buckles, latch plates, retractors and anchorages are working properly.
Look for any other loose or damaged safety belt system parts. If you see anything that might
keep a safety belt system from doing its job, have it repaired. Have any torn or frayed safety
belts replaced. Also look for any opened or broken air bag coverings, and have them repaired or
replaced. The air bag system does not need regular maintenance. Wiper Blade Check: Inspect
wiper blades for wear or cracking. Replace blade inserts that appear worn or damaged or that
streak or miss areas of the windshield. Weatherstrip Lubrication: Silicone grease on
weatherstrips will make them last longer, seal better, and not stick or squeak. Apply silicone
grease with a clean cloth. During very cold, damp weather more frequent application may be
required. Check for leaks. A fluid leak is the only reason for fluid loss. Have the system
inspected and repaired if needed. Automatic Transmission Visual Inspection: It is not necessary
to check the transmission fluid level during a visual inspection of the actual transmission. A
transmission fluid leak is the only reason for fluid loss. If a leak occurs, take the vehicle to your
Chevrolet dealership service department and have it repaired as soon as possible. Body
Lubrication Service: Lubricate all body door hinges. Also lubricate all hinges and latches,
including those for the hood, rear compartment, console door and any folding seat hardware.
More frequent lubrication may be required when exposed to a corrosive environment. If it does,
you or others could be injured. Before you start, be sure you have enough room around the
vehicle. Firmly apply the parking brake and the regular brake. On automatic transmission
vehicles, try to start the engine in each gear. If the starter works in any other position, your
vehicle needs service. The starter should work only when the clutch is pushed down all the way
to the floor. It should be parked on a level surface. Firmly apply the parking brake. NOTE: Be
prepared to apply the parking brake immediately if the vehicle begins to move. Ignition
Automatic Transmission Lock Check: While parked, and with the parking brake set, try to turn
the ignition key to OFF in each shift lever position. On all vehicles, the key should come out
only in OFF. You or others could be injured and property could be damaged. Make sure there is
room in front of your vehicle in case it begins to roll. Be ready to apply the regular brake at once
should the vehicle begin to move. Park on a fairly steep hill, with the vehicle facing downhill.

Keeping your foot on the regular brake, set the parking brake. Do this until the vehicle is held by
the parking brake only. Then release the parking brake followed by the regular brake.
Underbody Flushing Service: At least every spring, use plain water to flush any corrosive
materials from the underbody. Take care to clean thoroughly any areas where mud and other
debris can collect. Inspect the power steering lines and hoses for proper hook-up, binding,
leaks, cracks, chafing, etc. Tire and Wheel Inspection: Inspect the tires for uneven wear or
damage. If there is irregular or premature wear, check the wheel alignment. Inspect for damaged
wheels. Exhaust System Inspection: Inspect the complete exhaust system. Inspect the body
near the exhaust system. Look for broken, damaged, missing or out-of-position parts as well as
open seams, holes, loose connections or other conditions which could cause a heat build-up in
the floor pan or could let exhaust fumes into the vehicle. Engine Cooling System Inspection:
Inspect the hoses and have them replaced if they are cracked, swollen or deteriorated. Inspect
all pipes, fittings and clamps; replace as needed. Clean the outside of the radiator and air
conditioning condenser. To help ensure proper operation, a pressure test of the cooling system
and pressure cap is recommended at least once a year. Rear Axle Service: Check the gear
lubricant level in the rear axle and add if needed. A fluid loss may indicate a problem. Check the
axle and repair it if needed. Brake System Inspection: Inspect the complete system. Inspect
brake lines and hoses for proper hook-up, binding, leaks, cracks, chafing, etc. Inspect disc
brake pads for wear and rotors for surface condition. Inspect other brake parts, including
calipers, parking brake, etc. You may need to have your brakes inspected more often if your
driving habits or conditions result in frequent braking. Your vehicle has a computer that lets
you know when to change your engine oil. This is not based on mileage, but on engine
revolutions and engine operating temperature. When the computer has calculated that the oil
needs changing, the GM Oil Life System will indicate that a change is necessary. The mileage
between oil changes will vary depending on how you drive your vehicle â€” usually between 3,
miles 5 km and 10, miles 16 km since your last oil and filter change. Under severe conditions,
the system may come on before 3, miles 5 km. Never drive your vehicle more than 10, miles 16
km or 12 months whichever occurs first without an oil change. Remember to reset the system
whenever the oil is changed. Turn the ignition to ON and with the engine off. You can download
for free this exclusive Corvette User Manual for more information about the car. Download
Corvette Owners User Manual. Your email address will not be published. By using this form you
agree with the storage and handling of your data by this website. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Corvettes For Sale. Submit News.
Share Tweet. Corvette Generation. C5 Corvette. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address
will not be published. See all results. This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best
experience on our website. By continuing to use this site you agree to these cookies. Learn
More. Okay, thanks. LS1, C. Bodystyle of Car. Type of Engine. G â€” LS1: 5. More importantly,
however, the car just feels like nothing else from behind the wheel. Here are five features that
make the C5 special. GM spent considerable effort in making the fifth-gen Corvette as rigid as
possible, and it shows. Grip was high right out of the gate, with basic coupes pulling over.
Utilizing a special process called hydroforming, two foot-long steel tubes were filled with water
pressurized to psi and bent to shape without requiring any heat. Now if only those stock seats
held you in just a little bit tighter. Controls for information, brightness, and height adjustment
are located on the dash, allowing for easy on-the-fly adjustment. It must be loved among other
owners, too, as the HUD has found its way into the subsequent C6 and C7 generation cars. An
added benefit of having an ultra-stiff chassis is the ability to offer topless versions of the car
with virtually no change in rigidity. Yes, removable targa roofs and t-tops had been offered on
past Corvettes, but the C5 perfected it. Un-clamp the three latches holding the top to the frame,
lift off and secure it in the trunk with two convenient hold-downs, and you have a
near-convertible experience. At its introduction in the C5, however, the LS1 was a true game
changer. Prior to the 3rd-generation small-block, all-aluminum V-8s with high-flow cylinder
heads and fuel injection were reserved as racing technologyâ€”now it was available not only in
Corvettes, but also pickups and SUVs. Love for the engine can be attributed to its low mass,
compact dimensions, and massive aftermarket, making big horsepower increases stupidly
simple. My car might have emerged from Bowling Green with only hp, but a ported throttle
body, cold air intake, long-tube headers, and Brian Tooley Racing camshaft have it pumping out
more than horses. Market Trends. A Story About. Your weekly dose of car news from Hagerty in
your inbox. See more newsletters Thanks for signing up. Sign up. More on this topic. Share
Leave comment. Read next Up next: Keeping time in the obscure world of the steering wheel
clock. CC Industries has brought a timeless body style into the new millennium. The Concept 57
body is a faithful reproduction of the original 57 Corvette body with quality, accuracy and
durability never before available. If you are restoring an original '56 or '57 Corvette, you can

save hundreds of hours and thousands of dollars with this brand new state of the art body. The
Concept 57 uses all factory or reproduction parts, enabling you to use all of your original parts
or go for new and reproduction parts. The Concept body maintains a total stock appearance
from any vantage point â€” under hood, interior, exterior and underside and bolts directly to
your original frame using stock body mounts. Concept 57 bodies come with an ivory gel-coat
and are ready for preparation and finish paint. They are designed to use all original and
reproduction parts. This includes engine compartment hardware, interior and exterior trim
pieces, trunk and floor pan hardware. The Concept 57 body is completely factory assembled, as
follows: Primary hardware mounting locations are factory machined or clearly marked on the
body. Core support, inner fender and inner fender mounting braces on cowl are jig located,
bolted and bonded in. Bonded in front fender grille mounting reinforcements. All headlight
mounting flanges are bonded in. Original design steel cowl reinforcements and support braces
are included in package final installation to be completed with body positioned on frame. All
circular gauge openings in dash are machined to ensure proper fit. When available, original
gauge mounting plate and lower reinforcement can be used. Tunnel panel is part of floor and
includes U-joint shield. Tunnel will
kenwood kdc mp538u wiring diagram
ford expedition 2004
predator670wiringdiagram
accommodate almost any GM automatic or manual transmission. Jig assembly of doors
ensures correct fit. Latches and strikers not included. Major door hardware locations are
pre-drilled for simplified assembly. Soft top mounting reinforcement is installed in gas tank bulk
head panel less seat belt mounting and soft top brackets. Original hood hinges, prop and
latches can be utilized. An improved hinge design which requires slight body modifications is
standard. All hood hardware is available at additional cost. Standard body includes CC
designed gas spring with replacement hinge arms. Bodies can also be furnished with original
type hinge towers. Reinforcement shown has fiberglass defroster ducts bonded in place.
Optional inner fenders were designed to clean up engine compartment and allow you to tailor
cutouts to any upgraded suspension system. For full functionality of this site it is necessary to
enable JavaScript. Here are the instructions how to enable JavaScript in your web browser.

